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Abstract. We determine the helicity amplitudes A1/2 and radiative decay widths in the transition
Λ(1670) → γY (Y = Λ or Σ0). The Λ(1670) is treated as a dynamically generated resonance in meson-
baryon chiral dynamics. We obtain the radiative decay widths of the Λ(1670) to γΛ as 3 ± 2 keV and
to γΣ0 as 120 ± 50 keV. Also, the Q2 dependence of the helicity amplitudes A1/2 is calculated. We find
that the KΞ component in the Λ(1670) structure, mainly responsible for the dynamical generation of this
resonance, is also responsible for the significant suppression of the decay ratio ΓγΛ/ΓγΣ0 . A measurement
of the ratio would, thus, provide direct access to the nature of the Λ(1670). To compare the result for the
Λ(1670), we calculate the helicity amplitudes A1/2 for the two states of the Λ(1405). Also, the analytic
continuation of Feynman parameterized integrals of more complicated loop amplitudes to the complex
plane is developed which allows for an internally consistent evaluation of A1/2.
PACS. 13.40.Hq Electromagnetic decays – 14.20.Jn Hyperons – 24.10.Eq Coupled-channel and distorted-
wave models – 25.20.Lj Photoproduction reactions – 11.30.Rd Chiral Symmetry
1 Introduction
Recent interest in the structure of baryon resonances has
developed in the last decade since the experimental pro-
gress in measurements of hadron scattering and photon-
induced hadronic reactions has brought very precise and
wide energy-range data. In forthcoming experiments at J-
PARC, intense kaon beams will enable us to investigate
the properties of baryon resonances with strangeness. For
the theoretical study of baryon resonances, one of the con-
ventional descriptions is the constituent quark model [1,2,
3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10], in which the symmetries of quarks play
a major role in the description of the resonance struc-
ture. For baryon resonances decaying to mesons and a
baryon under strong interaction, the hadron dynamics is
also important to understand the structure. Such hadron
dynamics can be implemented by solving coupled chan-
nel scattering equations in an isobar model [11], with phe-
nomenological Hamiltonians [12,13,14,15,16], or with chi-
ral dynamics [17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29].
The Λ(1670) resonance is of special interest, because
it has the same quantum numbers as the Λ(1405), I = 0,
S = −1 and Jp = (1/2)−. While the Λ(1405) appeared
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dynamically generated in Refs. [19,22] in the chiral uni-
tary framework, it had been found later [21] that within
the very same scheme, also the Λ(1670) resonance ap-
pears naturally, without the need to introduce explicit
pole terms. In the studies of Refs. [28,29], theoretical er-
rors have been provided to the I = 0, S = −1 scattering by
using also the next-to-leading order chiral meson-baryon
interaction.
Recently it has turned out in an analysis based on
the chiral unitary approach [30] that the Λ(1405) is dom-
inantly described by the meson-baryon components, as
suggested since the late 50’s [31,32], while to describe the
N(1535) some components other than meson and baryon
are necessary. Nevertheless, for the helicity amplitude of
the N(1535), the meson-baryon components give major
contributions [33,34,35].
The investigation of the meson baryon components can
be the touchstone to resolve the structure of baryon reso-
nances; for this, the electromagnetic properties provide in-
dependent probes of the internal structure of the baryons.
Thus, in this study we investigate the helicity amplitudes
A1/2 of the Λ(1670) resonance.
In Ref. [36], the decays Λ∗ → γΛ and Λ∗ → γΣ0 of
the Λ(1520) were studied. It was concluded that there is
strong meson-baryon dynamics, but that also a small gen-
uine component is necessary. In the present case of the
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Λ(1670), both decay modes are again possible, which fur-
ther motivates this study in order to get more insight into
the nature of this resonance.
In particular, it will turn out that the suppression
of the ratio ΓγΛ/ΓγΣ0 is closely tied to the presence of
the KΞ channel, which by itself is mainly responsible for
the dynamical generation of the Λ(1670). Thus, the ex-
perimental determination of both radiative decay widths
and their ratio would provide a test for the nature of the
Λ(1670).
In the present chiral unitary formulation, i.e. in the
absence of genuine pole terms, the photo-excitation of the
hyperon to the Λ(1670) is expressed through the photon
coupling to the constituent mesons and baryons [33,36,37,
38,39,40,41]. We use the model for the Λ(1670) proposed
in Ref. [21], in which the couplings of the Λ(1670) to the
meson-baryon state have already been determined (see ta-
ble 1 of Ref. [42] for values of the couplings in isospin ba-
sis). Thus, because the photon couplings to the mesons
and baryons are given by the chiral Lagrangian, there
are no free parameters and the helicity amplitudes of the
Λ(1670) are pure predictions. Photon couplings and gauge
invariance in chiral unitary amplitudes were discussed in
Refs. [37,43,44,33,41].
The helicity amplitude of the Λ(1670) in a quark model
was calculated in Ref. [10], and we shall compare and
discuss the results obtained with the two approaches [cf.
Sec. 4.3]. At the same time we evaluate the helicity am-
plitudes for the two Λ(1405) states reported in Ref. [22],
complementing the work done in Ref. [40] where only the
radiative decay widths were reported.
In studies of resonance properties using coupled chan-
nels one works with real energies and generates ampli-
tudes. These amplitudes are directly comparable with ex-
periment, but they have both resonance and non-resonant
background contributions. To resolve this entanglement
and determine the resonance properties one can go to the
complex energy plane by making an analytic continua-
tion in the theoretical approach and evaluate the reso-
nance properties from the residues at the poles on the sec-
ond Riemann sheet [38,41,45]. The amplitudes obtained
purely by the resonance contribution are relevant for com-
parison with those obtained in other models. In Sec. 3,
we develop the analytic continuation of Feynman param-
eterized integrals with three propagators, as it appears
in the one-loop amplitude of the Λ∗MB vertex with the
photon attached to the loop. This allows for a consistent
evaluation of the Λ∗ → γY transition, with all quantities
evaluated at the pole position of the Λ(1670).
However, in some experimental extractions of helicity
amplitudes, many times unitary isobar models are used,
in which A1/2 appears as an effective, real coupling con-
stant [46,47]. The connection to the residue formalism is
not clear. We will thus also use another prescription in
which the photon loop is evaluated at the real part of the
pole position. This has been found to allow for a closer
comparison to these experimentally extracted values [38].
Thus, following the calculation of the helicity ampli-
tudes of the N(1535) in Ref. [33], we first evaluate the
Y (pi)
e e
′
γ∗(k)
Λ∗(P )
Fig. 1. Kinematics of the electroproduction of the Λ(1670).
helicity amplitudes of the Λ(1670) and Λ(1405) at the
energies of the real parts of the pole positions and will
then compare to the case of analytic continuation. As the
Λ(1670) and the two Λ(1405) are quite narrow, both ap-
proaches are expected to give similar results.
2 Formulation
In this section, we explain the formalism to calculate the
helicity amplitude of a dynamically generated baryon res-
onance in meson-baryon scattering. This method was de-
veloped in Ref. [33].
2.1 Helicity amplitude
We consider the helicity amplitude A1/2 of the Λ(1670)
resonance (Λ∗) in the γ∗Y → Λ∗ transition with a vir-
tual photon γ∗ and a hyperon Y = Λ or Σ0. The helicity
amplitude is defined in terms of the transition electric cur-
rent Jµ of the hyperon Y (J
p = (1/2)+) to the Λ∗ with
Jp = (1/2)− by
AY1/2 =
√
2πα
qR
1
e
〈Λ∗, Jz = 1
2
|ǫ(+)µ Jµ|Y, Sz = −
1
2
〉 (1)
with the fine structure constant α = e2/4π, the energy
equivalent to that of a real photon qR = (W
2−M2Y )/(2W )
and the photon-hyperon center-of-mass energyW ≡
√
P 2.
The kinematic variables are defined in Fig. 1. The polar-
ization vector of the photon, ǫ
(+)
µ , is given in the center-
of-mass frame by
ǫ±µ =
1√
2
(0,∓1,−i, 0) , (2)
where we take the momenta k and pi along the z axis.
Lorentz invariance requires that the general expres-
sion of the transition current Jµ is given in the relativistic
formulation by the following three Lorentz scalar ampli-
tudes [33]:
Jµ = (M1γµ +M2Pµ +M3kµ)γ5. (3)
Gauge invariance k · J = 0 reduces the number of inde-
pendent amplitudes, Mi with the constraint
(MΛ∗ +MY )M1 + k · PM2 + k2M3 = 0 . (4)
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In the calculations of the helicity amplitude, we take the
resonance as an elementary particle and look at decay
modes like in Fig. 2. An alternative way of dealing with
it is to look at the γΛ → K¯N amplitude and look at the
pole of the Λ(1670). We shall come back to this point later
on. Thus, we have
(P/ −MΛ∗)uf (P ) = 0 (5)
where uf(P ) is the Λ
∗ Dirac spinor and MΛ∗ denotes the
real part of the Λ∗ pole mass.
In the rest frame of the Λ∗, the transition current (3)
can be written equivalently as
Jµ =
√
Ei +MY
2MY
[M1σµ
+
( M1
(Ei +MY )W
+
M2
Ei +MY
)
Pµσ · k
+
M3
Ei +MY
kµσ · k
]
(6)
≡MNR1 σµ +MNR2 Pµσ · k +MNR3 kµσ · k (7)
where σµ = (0,σ) with the Pauli matrix σi for the hy-
peron spin space and Pµ = (W,0) in the Λ∗ rest frame.
In Eq. (7), we have defined the nonrelativistic amplitude
MNRi . In Eq. (6), we have used the Dirac spinor for the
initial hyperon normalized by
uY (pi) =
√
Ei +MY
2MY
(
1
σ·pi
Ei+MY
)
χ (8)
and for the Λ∗ spinor u¯Λ∗(P ) = χ†(1, 0) in the Λ∗ rest
frame. The gauge invariance condition for the nonrela-
tivistic amplitudes reads
MNR1 +MNR2 k · P +MNR3 k2 = 0. (9)
With the transition current (7), the helicity amplitude,
A1/2, in the rest frame of the Λ
∗ resonance, is written in
terms of the amplitudes, MNR2 and MNR3 , as
AY1/2 =
√
2πα
qR
1
e
√
2
(
k · PMNR2 + k2MNR3
)
. (10)
The radiative decay width of Λ∗ to the hyperon Y , Γγ ,
can be calculated with the helicity amplitude A1/2 at the
real photon point by
ΓγY =
∫
dΦ2
∣∣∣√EγAY1/2∣∣∣2 (11)
where Φ2 is the two-body phase space of the photon and
hyperon and defined as
dΦ2 = (2π)
4δ(4)(P−pγ−pY ) d
3pγ
2Eγ(2π)3
2MY
2EY
d3pY
(2π)3
. (12)
Performing the integral, one obtains the radiative decay
width
ΓγY =
q2R
π
MY
MΛ∗
|AY1/2|2 (13)
k
P
q
(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 2. Feynman diagrams for the phototransition to the Λ∗.
The solid, dashed, wavy and double lines denote octet baryons,
mesons, photon and Λ∗, respectively.
2.2 Evaluation of the transition amplitude
In the present approach, the Λ∗ is dynamically gener-
ated in meson-baryon scattering. For the description of
the Λ(1670), the lowest lying octet mesons and baryons
are the fundamental constituents and interact with each
other based on chiral dynamics. The Λ∗ resonance is ex-
pressed as a pole of the scattering amplitude Tij(W ) in the
complex energy plane. The details of the description of the
amplitude Tij for the Λ(1670) are given in Appendix A.
In this work, we follow the method developed in Ref. [33],
which is similar to the approaches in Refs. [36,39,40] for
real photons. In the meson-baryon picture, the phototran-
sition of the hyperon Y to the Λ∗ resonance is formulated
through the photon couplings to the constituent mesons
and baryons of the Λ∗. The Feynman diagrams for the
transition amplitudes are shown in Fig. 2. In the loops,
all possible mesons and baryons contribute. We sum up
all the contributions of the meson-baryon channels to the
transition amplitudes. In the Feynman diagrams, (a) and
(b) are the meson and baryon pole terms in which the
photon attaches to the meson and baryon in the loop, re-
spectively. Diagram (c) contains the Kroll-Ruderman cou-
pling of the contact interaction for the photon, meson and
baryon. For the electric transition there are no diagrams in
which the photon attaches to the external baryons, since
we consider the phototransition of the neutral baryons,
while the magnetic transition is possible for the neutral
baryon, but the contributions of the magnetic coupling
were found to be small [33]. In Ref. [33], we have shown
gauge invariance of the amplitude obtained by summing
up these diagrams in the relativistic calculation.
This was done assuming the resonance as an elemen-
tary particle. An alternative approach would be to con-
sider the scattering process γΛ → K¯N and look at the
pole of the Λ(1670) resonance. If one does not stick to the
resonance pole but looks into a wider range of energies the
issue of gauge invariance becomes more involved and it is
addressed in Ref. [44].
In Ref. [44], the fully gauge invariant amplitude of
kaon photo- and electroproduction has been constructed.
There, full gauge invariance is guaranteed by coupling the
photon to all possible vertices and propagators of the
hadronic rescattering series. In this case, the processes
from Fig. 2 comprise not all of these processes and are
also evaluated in a different framework of the on-shell ap-
proximation of the scattering potential. In any case, the
processes considered in this study, i.e. the photon coupling
to the first meson-baryon loop of the rescattering series,
are numerically the most important ones around the res-
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onance energy. They form a gauge invariant subclass of
diagrams as shown in Refs. [48,35]: the process with the
photon coupling directly to the Weinberg-Tomozawa in-
teraction can be shrinked to a generalized contact current
keeping gauge invariance of the resulting amplitude. Then,
the resulting amplitude contains only the transverse part
of the u- and t-channel contributions in the FSI loop con-
tribution. The generalized contact current results in the
dressed Kroll-Ruderman term, i.e. with physical MBB
coupling constant.
The basic interactions of the mesons and baryons are
given by the chiral Lagrangian:
LMBB = − D√
2f
Tr
[
B¯γµγ5{∂µΦ,B}
]
− F√
2f
Tr
[
B¯γµγ5[∂
µΦ,B]
]
(14)
with the meson and baryon fields, Φ and B, defined by
Φ =


1√
2
π0 + 1√
6
η π+ K+
π− − 1√
2
π0 + 1√
6
η K0
K− K¯0 − 2√
6
η

 (15)
B =


1√
2
Σ0 + 1√
6
Λ Σ+ p
Σ− − 1√
2
Σ0 + 1√
6
Λ n
Ξ− Ξ0 − 2√
6
Λ

 . (16)
The MBB couplings are obtained from these Lagrangian
as giA/(2f) where g
i
A is the axial vector coupling listed in
Table 1 and f is the meson decay constant. In this work,
we use f = 1.123fpi with fpi = 93MeV [21] for all channels,
and the values of D and F for the axial vector couplings
are taken from Ref. [49] as
D = 0.85± 0.06 , F = 0.52± 0.04 . (17)
The D and F values were fixed by the experimental data
of the hyperon axial vector couplings, neglecting higher-
order corrections in chiral perturbation theory. The cou-
plings of photon to mesons and baryons are given by the
gauge couplings:
LγB = −eTr
[
B¯γµ[Qch, B]
]
Aµ (18)
LγM = ieTr [∂µΦ[Qch, Φ]]Aµ (19)
with the charge matrix Qch = diag(
2
3 ,− 13 ,− 13 ) and e > 0.
By replacing the derivative acting on the meson fields ∂µΦ
with the covariant derivative DµΦ = ∂µΦ + ieAµ[Qch, Φ]
in the interaction Lagrangian (14), we obtain the Kroll-
Ruderman terms of the γMBB couplings, which are pro-
portional to the meson charge QM . For the couplings of
the Λ∗ resonance to the meson and baryon, we take a
Lorentz scalar form representing the s-wave nature:
LΛ∗MiBi = giΛ∗Λ¯∗ΦiBi . (20)
The coupling strengths are obtained by the residua of the
scattering amplitude at the Λ(1670) pole position in the
chiral unitary approach and the values are given in Table
p
i2Mu¯(p)u(p)
p2 −M2 + iǫ p
i
p2 −m2 + iǫ
p
p′
ǫ
− i
QB
2M
(p+ p′) · ǫ p
p′
ǫ
− iQM (p+ p
′) · ǫ
k
gi
A
2f
k · σ
ǫ
−QM
gi
A
2f
ǫ · σ
Λ∗
− igi
Λ∗
Fig. 3. Nonrelativistic Feynman rules for the propagator and
the elementary vertices. The solid, dashed, wavy and double
lines denote octet baryons, mesons, photon and Λ∗, respec-
tively.M and m denote the baryon and meson masses, respec-
tively. QB and QM are the charges of the baryon and meson.
2. Note that gi 6= 0 for the pure isospin I = 1 channels,
which originates from the small isospin breaking due to
the use of physical masses in the coupled channel scheme.
For details of the residue determination, see Sec. 3.
We calculate the transition amplitudes in the nonrela-
tivistic formulation, since it has turned out that the non-
relativistic calculation is enough for the low-energy transi-
tion amplitude for the N(1535) in Ref. [33]. For the transi-
tion amplitude of the hyperons to the Λ(1670), the photon
energy is comparable to the transition of the nucleon to
the N(1535). In the nonrelativistic formulation, we take
only the leading terms of the 1/M expansion which are the
diagrams (a) and (c) in Fig.2, as shown in Ref. [33]. Dia-
gram (b) is of next-to-leading order due to the 1/M factor
in the γBB coupling. Thus we do not taken into account
diagram (b) in our final result of the nonrelativistic cal-
culation. Note that in pion photoproduction, the κ/(2M)
contribution and kinetic corrections can be large [50,51].
In order to see the influence of the anomalous magnetic
moment κ, the corresponding loop contribution has been
calculated in Ref. [33]. It is of similar, small size as the
convection current in the diagram with γBB coupling.
See also the discussion in Sec. 4.3 where we consider these
processes for the determination of the theoretical error.
The diagrams (a) and (c) can be decomposed in terms
of the Lorentz structures given in Eq. (7). Among the three
Lorentz invariant amplitudes, the helicity amplitude can
be expressed byMNR2 andMNR3 as shown in Eq. (10). It is
also found in Ref. [33] that diagram (c) has only theMNR1
term. Thus, we do not calculate the diagram (c). In fact,
the amplitudes MNR2 and MNR3 remain finite even with
one loop integration, andMNR1 does have a divergence in
the loop calculation, which cancels with divergences com-
ing from the other diagrams thanks to gauge invariance.
In Ref. [39] this has been confirmed for the case of a
neutral external baryon by explicitly calculating the set
of gauge invariant diagrams of Fig. 2. The logarithmic
divergences of the diagrams cancel in their sum. The sum
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Table 1. The axial vector coupling giA for each channel obtained by the flavor SU(3) symmetry. The values of D and F are
given in Eq. (17).
channel ΛpK− ΛnK¯0 ΛΛpi0 ΛΣ0pi0 ΛΛη
giA −
1√
3
(D + 3F ) − 1√
3
(D + 3F ) 0 2√
3
D − 2√
3
D
with Eq. (17) −1.39 −1.39 0 0.98 −0.98
channel ΛΣ0η ΛΣ−pi+ ΛΣ+pi− ΛΞ−K+ ΛΞ0K0
giA 0
2√
3
D 2√
3
D 1√
3
(−D + 3F ) 1√
3
(−D + 3F )
with Eq. (17) 0 0.98 0.98 0.41 0.41
channel Σ0pK− Σ0nK¯0 Σ0Λpi0 Σ0Σ0pi0 Σ0Λη
giA D − F −D + F
1√
3
D 0 0
with Eq. (17) 0.33 −0.33 0.98 0 0
channel Σ0Σ0η Σ0Σ−pi+ Σ0Σ+pi− Σ0Ξ−K+ Σ0Ξ0K0
giA
2√
3
D 2F −2F D + F −D − F
with Eq. (17) 0.98 1.04 −1.04 1.37 1.37
Table 2. Complex coupling constants gi of Λ(1670) to the meson-baryon channels. These values are obtained as the residua
of the meson-baryon scattering amplitude at the Λ(1670) pole position z = 1680 − 20i MeV in the chiral unitary model. See
Appendix A for the details.
channel pK− nK¯0 Λpi0 Σ0pi0 Λη
giΛ∗ −0.212 + 0.498i −0.216 + 0.517i −0.008 − 0.013i −0.003 + 0.153i 1.050 − 0.111i
|giΛ∗ | 0.541 0.560 0.015 0.153 1.056
channel Σ0η Σ−pi+ Σ+pi− Ξ−K+ Ξ0K0
giΛ∗ −0.008 − 0.012i −0.007 + 0.141i 0.000 + 0.164i 2.429 − 0.103i 2.452 − 0.071i
|giΛ∗ | 0.014 0.142 0.164 2.431 2.453
equals the result obtained by using the condition of gauge
invariance of Eq. (9), which is the method adopted in this
study.
The Feynman rules for the nonrelativistic couplings
are given in Fig. 3. In the figure, ǫµ denotes the photon
polarization, and σ is the Lorentz covariant form of the
spin matrix, σµ = (0,σ). QB and QM are the baryon
and meson charges such that QB is e > 0 for the proton
with e2/(4π) = α ≃ 1/137. giA stands for the axial vector
coupling constants of the baryons to the corresponding
meson. The values of giA for each channel are given in
Table 1. giΛ∗ is the coupling strength of the Λ
∗ to the
meson-baryon channel i. The values are listed in Table
2. For the baryon propagator, we use the covariant form
from Eq. (53). For the evaluation of diagram (b), we use
the γBB vertex obtained by a nonrelativistic reduction of
the interaction Lagrangian (18) as
− iQBu¯γ · ǫu→ −iQBχ†
[
ǫ0 − ǫ · (p+ p
′)
2M
]
χ (21)
≃ −iQBχ†
[
ǫ · (p+ p ′)
2M
]
χ (22)
where we have used the fact that the baryon kinetic ener-
gies are small in the nonrelativistic kinematics, p0 ≃ p0′ ≃
M , in the last expression. In Eqs. (21) and (22) we have
neglected the magnetic term that behaves like (σ×k)/2M
which has one power less in the loop variable.
The amplitude −it = J · ǫ for the diagram (a) with
channel i is calculated by applying the Feynman rules
shown in Fig.3 as
− itia = iQMAi
∫
d4q
(2π)4
(q − k) · σ (2q − k) · ǫ
(P − q)2 −M2i + iǫ
× 1
(q2 −m2i + iǫ)((q − k)2 −m2i + iǫ)
(23)
with the coefficient Ai defined by
Ai =
giAg
i
Λ∗Mi
f
. (24)
We use the Feynman parameterization of the integral
1
abc
= 2
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ x
0
dy
1
(a+ (b − a)x+ (c− b)y)3 . (25)
and the integral variable q′, such that q = q′+P (1−x)+ky
and renaming q′ as q, we eliminate the linear terms of q
in the denominator and obtain
− itia = iQMAi2
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ x
0
dy
∫
d4q
(2π)4
(q + (y − 1)k) · σ
(q2 − Sia + iǫ)3
× (2q + (2y − 1)k + 2(1− x)P ) · ǫ , (26)
where we use P ·σ = 0 in the CM frame and Sia is defined
by
Sia = 2P · k(1 − x)y − P 2x(1− x)− k2y(1− y)
+M2i (1− x) +m2ix . (27)
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In Eq. (26), only even powers of q give contribution after
performing the integration. The qµqν term in the numer-
ator contributes to the MNR1 and is divergent. The terms
with 0th power of q remain finite and contribute to the
MNR2 andMNR3 amplitudes. Finally after performing the
integration, we get the MNR2 and MNR3 components for
the channel i as
Mi(NR)2a =
QMAi
(4π)2
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ x
0
dy
2(y − 1)(1− x)
Sia − iǫ
(28)
Mi(NR)3a =
QMAi
(4π)2
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ x
0
dy
(y − 1)(2y − 1)
Sia − iǫ
(29)
where we have used∫
d4q
(2π)4
1
(q2 − S)3 = −
i
(4π)2
1
2
(
1
S
)
. (30)
In a similar way we evaluate the finite contribution
from diagram (b) which, as we mentioned, is of order 1/M
of the previous ones and we obtain
Mi(NR)2b = −
QBAi
(4π)2
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ x
0
dy
2y(1− x)
Sib − iǫ
Mi(NR)3b = −
QBAi
(4π)2
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ x
0
dy
y(2y − 1)
Sib − iǫ
(31)
with
Sib = 2P · k(1 − x)y − P 2x(1− x)− k2y(1− y)
+m2i (1− x) +M2i x . (32)
Finally, the helicity amplitude is obtained by summing
up all the channels and substituting the amplitudes (28)
and (29) in Eq. (10).
We also multiply the transition amplitudes obtained
above by the electromagnetic form factors of the mesons or
baryons to which the photon couples, in order to take into
account the charge distribution of the constituent mesons
and baryons in the resonance. The Q2 dependence of the
helicity amplitude of the Λ∗ resonance, thus, stems from
the form factors of the meson and baryons components
and the intrinsic Q2 structure of the loops. For the mesons
and baryons form factors, we take monopole form factors
consistent with the values for the radii of the mesons:
F (Q2) =
Λ2
Λ2 +Q2
(33)
with
Λpi = 0.727 [GeV] (34)
ΛK = 0.828 [GeV]. (35)
These values correspond to 〈r2〉 = 0.44 fm2 and 〈r2〉 =
0.34 fm2 for the pion and the kaon, respectively [52,53,
54]. These values were used in Ref. [54] in the study of
the pion and kaon form factors using unitary chiral the-
ory, where very good results were obtained for both form
factors in a relatively large range of momentum transfers.
Hence, we stick to these values here. For the baryon form
factor, we take the same form as for the corresponding me-
son to keep gauge invariance. Given the practically neg-
ligible effect of the baryon terms in the evaluation of the
helicity amplitudes, the approximation made there has no
practical consequences.
3 Analytic continuation of helicity amplitudes
As the expressions for the amplitudes M in Eqs. (28),
(29), and (31) show, the hadronic MBΛ∗ vertices are en-
coded in the values of the coupling constants gΛ∗ as de-
fined in Eq. (24) for the different meson-baryon channels
(MB)i. These coupling constants are obtained from the
Λ∗ pole residues in the complex plane at z = z0 (in the
following, we use the variable z ≡
√
P 2 to indicate that
the energy can become complex). The residue is obtained
in the expansion of the MB →MB scattering amplitude
T ij(2) from channel i to channel j,
a−1 ≡ giΛ∗ gjΛ∗ ,
T ij(2) =
a−1
z − z0 + a0 + a1(z − z0) +O(z
2). (36)
The pole is situated on the second sheet of the scattering
amplitude, T(2). The analytic continuation from the first
sheet T(1) to T(2) is given by the continuation of the meson-
baryon loop function G and the hadronic vertices V in the
scattering equation (cf. Eq. (50)) and has been discussed
many times in the literature [22].
The second parts of the amplitudes M in Eqs. (28),
(29), and (31) are given by Feynman parameterized loop
functions. To obtain the resonance properties without non-
resonant background contamination, the integrals should
be evaluated at the resonance position z = z0 on their
second sheet as done in Refs. [38,41] for the magnetic mo-
ment and electromagnetic radii of Λ(1405). For the he-
licity amplitudes, the necessary analytic continuation was
not available until now, and in previous studies [33,40]
the amplitude M has been calculated by evaluating those
loop functions at an energy of z = Re z0 instead of z = z0.
In this section, we show how to construct the analytic con-
tinuation of Feynman parameterized integrals; in Sec. 4.3,
numerical results at z = Re z0 and z = z0 will be com-
pared.
3.1 Analytic continuation of Feynman parameterized
integrals
We concentrate here on the dominant meson pole term
[cf. l.h.s. of Fig. 2] associated with the amplitude given in
Eqs. (28) and (29). For real photons (k2 = 0), the term of
Eq. (28) alone already provides the leading order contri-
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bution. The amplitude can be rewritten as
M(NR)(2a), j(k2 = 0) =
2QMAj
(4π)2
d˜j , d˜j =
1∫
0
dx
1−x∫
0
dy
× x(y − 1)
x[(x− 1)z2 + y(z2 −M2e ) +M2j ] + (1− x)m2j − i ǫ
(37)
whereMj (mj ;Me) is the mass of the intermediate baryon
(meson; external baryon, in this case Λ or Σ0). The loop
depends on the total c.m. energy z. The expression in Eq.
(37) can be explicitly evaluated with the result given in
Ref. [39].
For the continuation of d˜j , one could use the method
of contour deformation [55,16] for the integrals over Feyn-
man parameters x and y, but in the present case, an ex-
plicit evaluation of the imaginary along the right-hand
cut, and thus a way to compensate this discontinuity, is
feasible and allows for a straightforward solution:
The imaginary part of d˜j above threshold z > zthres =
mj +Mj is given by
i Im d˜j = iπ
1∫
0
dx
a+ 1
M2e − z2
θ(−a) θ(a + 1− x),
a =
x[z2(x− 1) +M2j ] + (1− x)m2j
x(z2 −M2e )
. (38)
For the continuation, it is necessary to explicitly evaluate
the θ functions. It turns out that for all z > mj +Mj ,
a + 1 − x > 0, i.e. the second θ function can be omitted.
From the first θ function, one obtains for the imaginary
part at z > mj +Mj (z real):
i Im d˜j = iπ
x+∫
x−
dx
a+ 1
M2e − z2
, x± =
Em ± qcm
z
(39)
where
Em =
z2 −M2j +m2j
2z
,
qcm =
√
(z2 − (mj +Mj)2)(z2 − (mj −Mj)2)
2z
(40)
are the on-shell meson energy and relative momentum.
Eq. (39) explicitly shows the dependence of the inte-
gration limits on the total energy z. With this information,
the analytic continuation is straightforward: The task is
to analytically continue the function δd˜j where
δd˜j = i Im d˜j for z ≥ mj +Mj (41)
and then add δd˜j twice to remove the discontinuity of the
right-and cut. Note that δd˜j 6= i Im d˜j for complex z (the
function i Im d˜j is not analytic in z).
In the complex plane, δd˜j is still given by Eq. (39),
the only difference being that the integral becomes now a
contour integral in the complex x plane from complex x−
to complex x+.
For complex values of z one has to be careful with
the two Riemann sheets of the square root appearing in
qcm of Eq. (40). Furthermore, for Re z sufficiently smaller
than threshold, one has to deform the straight integration
path from x− to x+ because of the singularity at x = 0
appearing in the expression for a in Eq. (38). The final
result, valid in the whole complex plane, is then given by
the contour integration
δd˜j = iπ
∫
Γ
dx
a+ 1
M2e − z2
,
Γ =
{
Γ (x1, x2) if Re x1 > 0∧ Rex2 > 0
Γ (x1, xc, x2) else (choose xc = 0.1)
x1 =
{
x− if Im x− ≥ 0
x+ if Im x− < 0
,
x2 =
{
x+ if Im x− ≥ 0
x− if Im x− < 0
. (42)
The arguments of Γ are given by the edge-points of the
piecewise straight integration path Γ . The contour defor-
mation with xc > 0 (e.g. xc = 0.1) avoids the pole at
x = 0 and the redefinition x± → x1,2 selects the correct
Riemann sheet of the square root in qcm from Eq. (40).
In Fig. 4, Eq. (42) is illustrated for the example of
a K¯N loop. The positions of the integration limits in
the complex x plane are shown as a function of the to-
tal energy z being varied between 1800 − 5 i MeV down
to 700 − 5 i MeV. For energies above threshold, the con-
tour is just a normal integration along the real x axis.
Below threshold, the integration limits acquire an imagi-
nary part, and for energies far below threshold, one has to
slightly deform the integration contour to avoid the pole
at x = 0.
Another question concerns the possibility of additional
branch points in the complex plane for δd˜j . In Ref. [16] it
has been shown that branch points arise if an integration
limit coincides with a pole of the integrand. However, in
the present case, x1,2 6= 0 for all complex energies z, and
no additional branch points are induced from the pole at
x = 0.
Having determined δd˜j , the analytic continuation of d˜j
is given by adding twice δd˜j (the discontinuity along the
right-hand cut equals twice the imaginary part),
d˜
(2)
j = d˜j + 2 δd˜j . (43)
Summarizing, d˜j ≡ d˜ (1)j is the first sheet with a branch
point at threshold, zthres = mj +Mj , and d˜
(2)
j is the sec-
ond sheet. The branch cut where d˜
(1)
j and d˜
(2)
j are analyt-
ically connected, is given by the right-hand cut which runs
from threshold to +∞ along the real z axis. This analytic
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Fig. 4. (Color Online) Integration limits x1,2 for the calcu-
lation of δd˜K¯N of the K¯N loop with external Λ according to
Eq. (42). The solid (dashed) lines show x1 (x2) as a function
of z being varied from 1800 − 5 i MeV to 700 − 5 i MeV. The
integration contours Γ are indicated with the dotted arrows.
The case Re z > zthresh indicates the case of (almost) real x1,2,
i.e. z (almost) real and above threshold. When Re z becomes
Re z < zthresh, the x± acquire an imaginary part. For some
z << zthresh, one has to slightly deform the integration con-
tour [indicated as Γ (x1, xc, x2) in Eq. (42)] to avoid the pole
at x = 0, as indicated in the figure.
structure is, thus, very similar to the meson-baryon loop
function G [cf. Eqs. (50), (54)].
Note that d˜
(2)
j has a pole at z
2 = M2e [cf. Eq. (38)]
which is, however, cancelled in the expression for A1/2
through the k · P = (z2 −M2e )/2 term in Eq. (10).
In Fig. 5, the first and second sheet d˜
(1)
j ≡ d˜j and d˜ (2)j
of the K¯N meson pole loop are shown. The right-hand cut
is clearly visible along which the two Riemann surfaces
are analytically connected. Also, the branch point at z =
mK¯+MN is visible. The physical axis at z+ i ǫ belongs to
the first Riemann sheet S1 in the upper half plane. Thus,
if one evaluates A1/2 at a resonance pole in the lower half
plane, one has to use the analytic continuation to evaluate
S2.
For the actual coupled channel calculation with chan-
nels j, we use the same selection of Riemann sheets as for
the meson-baryon propagator G itself [22] [cf. Eqs. (50),
(54); G in this work serves only to calculate the hadronic
coupling constants gΛ∗ from Eq. (20)]. It is constructed
to choose the unphysical Riemann sheet most closely con-
nected to the physical, real z axis according to
M(NR)(2a), j =
2QMAj
(4π)2
{
d˜
(2)
j if Re z ≥ mj +Mj
d˜
(1)
j else
.
(44)
This expression is valid for real photons (k2 = 0); the
extension to virtual photons is straightforward, and the
analytic continuation for the amplitude associated with
the baryon pole term, Mi(NR)2b,3b from Eq. (31), can be con-
Fig. 5. (Color Online) Imaginary part of the two Riemann
sheets d˜
(1)
j ≡ d˜j and d˜
(2)
j of the K¯N meson pole loop [cf. Fig. 2
(a)]. The two sheets are indicated as S1 and S2, respectively.
As indicated in the figure, the physical axis is connected to
the first sheet S1 in the upper z half plane, and to the second
sheet S2 in the lower half plane. The right-hand cut is clearly
visible along which the two Riemann surfaces are analytically
connected. Also, the branch point at z = mK¯ +MN is visible
(circle). Resonance poles are on the second sheet S2 (diamond).
structed in analogy to the present case of the meson pole
term.
3.2 Proof of analyticity
The proof of analyticity of Eq. (43) follows Ref. [16], but
is modified. Although we treat here only the case of a real
photon, the argument is similar for virtual photons. Note
that the form factor from Eq. (33) factorizes from the loop
amplitude and does not induce new analytic structures in
the z plane for virtual photons. Consider the integration
over x and y in the expression for d˜j from Eq. (37). The
plane of complex y is shown in Fig. 6 together with the
integration contour Γ1 from 0 to ymax = 1 − x (dashed
line). The pole of the integrand is given by
ypol(x, z) = −a (45)
with a from Eq. (38). For Im z > 0 (Im z < 0), the
pole lies in the upper (lower) y half plane for all x ∈
[0, 1]. The pole positions for these two cases are indicated
in the figure with the red solid lines. Consider now a z
with Re z > mj +Mj and a small Im z > 0. The pole
position is indicated as ypol(x = x
′) in the figure. As Im
z becomes smaller and finally negative, at the same time
the pole position crosses the integration contour Γ1. This
induces the right hand cut of the first sheet of d˜j , i.e. the
discontinuity of d˜j from threshold to infinity along the
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Fig. 6. (Color Online) Plane of the integration variable y from
Eq. (37). The integration path of the first sheet of d˜j is along
the path Γ1 (dashed line). The position of the pole of the inte-
grand depends on the other integration variable x ∈ [0, 1] and
is indicated with the thick solid red line for a case Im z > 0
(integrand pole in the upper y half plane) and a case Im z < 0
(integrand pole in the lower y half plane). If Im z changes from
positive to negative, the pole position ypol(x = x
′) crosses the
integration contour Γ1. Thus, to analytically continue along
the right-hand cut, one has to deform the contour Γ1 → Γ2.
real z axis. To achieve the analytic continuation along the
right-hand cut, the integration contour has to be deformed
for negative Im z. This is indicated as Γ2 in the figure. The
result is then by construction analytically connected to d˜j
in the upper z half plane.
Considering a fixed x for the moment, the difference
∆d˜j of the y integration along Γ2 (second sheet) minus the
integration along Γ1 (first sheet) is given by the residue,
∆d˜j =
∫
Γ2
dy · · · −
∫
Γ1
dy · · · = 2πiResy=−a
×[ x(y − 1)
x[(x − 1)z2 + y(z2 −M2e ) +M2j ] + (1 − x)m2j
]
= 2πi
a+ 1
M2e − z2
. (46)
where the dots stand for the integrand of d˜j . Providing
the x integration,∫
Γ
dx∆d˜j = d˜
(2)
j − d˜(1)j = 2 δd˜j (47)
which proves that d˜
(2)
j from Eq. (43) is indeed not only a
continuous but also the analytic continuation of d˜
(1)
j along
the right-hand cut.
As for the limits of the x-integration from Eq. (42)
becoming complex for complex z, note that in general in-
tegration limits have to be analytically continued in order
the integral to be analytic (for illustration, consider the
counterexample of the integral
∫ |z|
0
dz = |z| over the ana-
lytic function 1, which is non-analytic for all z ∈ C).
In Fig. 6, note that if Im z changes sign, there are
values of x for which the pole does not cross Γ1. In the
figure, this is indicated as ypol(x = x
′′). In this case, the
integration contour must not be deformed, and the corre-
sponding x values do not contribute to ∆d˜j . This fact is
automatically taken care of by the explicit limits x1,2 in
the x integration of Eq. (42) 1.
4 Results
4.1 Results for the Λ(1670)
In this section, we discuss our numerical results for the
transition amplitude of the Λ(1670) resonance. For the
calculation of the transition amplitude, we fix the center-
of-mass energy of the Λ(1670) at W = 1680 MeV which
is the real part of the Λ(1670) pole position in the meson-
baryon scattering amplitude. The influence of the analytic
continuation developed in the previous section will be dis-
cussed in Sec. 4.3.
In Table 3 we list the values of the helicity amplitudes
of Λ(1670) at Q2 = 0 for the real photon, and in Fig. 7 we
show the Q2 dependence of the helicity amplitudes for the
γΛ→ Λ(1670) (left side) and γΣ0 → Λ(1670) (right side)
transition. In Fig. 7, the upper, middle and lower pan-
els are respectively the modulus, real parts and imaginary
parts of the amplitudes. The solid lines are the results of
the calculation with the diagram (a) (meson pole term)
shown in Fig. 2. In the dashed line, we add the contribu-
tion of the diagram (b) (baryon pole-term), which is of
next-to-leading order in the 1/M expansion. Comparing
the solid and dashed lines, we find that the relativistic
corrections are not important for the helicity amplitudes
in these energies. We also calculate the contributions to
the helicity amplitudes from the K−, pion (π+ and π−)
andK+ pole terms, which are denoted by the dotted, dot-
dashed and two-dotted lines, respectively.
From Table 3 and Fig. 7, we find that the helicity am-
plitude in the γΛ → Λ(1670) transition is one order of
magnitude smaller than that in the γΣ0 → Λ(1670) one.
This is because, in the γΛ→ Λ(1670) transition, there is
a large cancellation between the K− and K+ pole terms,
while in the γΣ0 → Λ(1670) transition, the K+ contri-
bution is dominant. The K+ pole term dominance can be
understood by the Λ(1670) coupling to the meson-baryon
states. As seen in Table 2, the Λ(1670) dominantly cou-
ples toK+Ξ−, while the coupling toK−p is sub-dominant
and those to π±Σ∓ are negligibly small among the states
having charged meson and baryon. In addition, according
to the values of the MBB coupling gA shown in Table 1,
the Σ0Ξ−K+ coupling is also large. Thus the K+ pole
term is dominant in the γΣ0 → Λ(1670) transition. In
the γΛ → Λ(1670) transition, although the Λ(1670) has
1 Strictly speaking, the fact that the integration limits x1,2
are complex for complex z, changes the picture of Fig. 6
slightly, because the pole position depends on x, ypol =
−a(x, z). However, this does not change the proof presented
here.
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Table 3. Helicity amplitude at Q2 = 0 in unit of 10−3 GeV−1/2. The indices (a) and (a)+(b) denote the calculations with
diagram (a) (meson pole term) and with sum of diagrams (a) and (b) (baryon pole term) in Fig. 2, and K−, pi and K+ stand
for the contributions from the K−, pion (pi+ and pi−) and K+ pole terms, respectively. Both Λ(1380) and Λ(1426) are the
resonance states for the Λ(1405), indicating the states at the pole positions of 1390−66i MeV and 1426−16i MeV, respectively
(see Appendix A).
γΛ→ Λ∗
Λ(1670) Λ(1390) Λ(1426)
A1/2 |A1/2| A1/2 |A1/2| A1/2 |A1/2|
(a) −5.9− 3.2i 6.7 −23.8 + 40.3i 46.8 76.6 + 29.5i 82.1
(a) + (b) −4.0− 6.7i 7.8 −19.1 + 32.7i 37.8 63.7 + 24.8i 68.3
K− −24.5− 2.2i 24.6 −25.0 + 34.1i 42.3 74.9 + 29.7i 80.6
pi 0.6− 0.3i 0.7 2.1 + 5.3i 5.7 1.4− 1.0i 1.7
K+ 18.0− 0.7i 18.0 −1.0 + 0.9i 1.3 0.3 + 0.8i 0.9
γΣ0 → Λ∗
Λ(1670) Λ(1390) Λ(1426)
A1/2 |A1/2| A1/2 |A1/2| A1/2 |A1/2|
(a) 55.0− 0.6i 55.0 −104.9− 35.9i 110.8 −54.7 + 38.7i 67.0
(a) + (b) 42.4− 1.3i 42.4 −89.9− 41.2i 98.9 −52.1 + 29.4i 59.8
K− 5.8 + 0.9i 5.9 5.7− 7.7i 9.6 −17.8 − 7.1i 19.1
pi −9.6 + 0.8i 9.6 −107.7− 30.9i 112.0 −37.8 + 43.4i 57.6
K+ 58.8− 2.3i 58.9 −2.8 + 2.7i 3.9 0.9 + 2.4i 2.6
Table 4. Radiative decay width in units of keV.
Λ(1670) Λ(1390) Λ(1426)
Λ∗ → γΛ 2.4 19.2 82.8
Λ∗ → γΣ0 118.9 112.9 54.9
a large coupling to K+Ξ− and a small coupling to K−p,
since the ΛpK− coupling is about three times larger than
the ΛΞ−K+ coupling, the contributions of the K− and
K+ pole terms are comparable in magnitude and cancel
each other. It is also interesting to interpret the larger
helicity amplitude of the γΣ0 → Λ(1670) transition with
respect to that of γΛ→ Λ(1670) in terms of isospin sym-
metry. Since the Λ(1670) has I = 0, the isosinglet compo-
nent of the photon contributes to the γΛ→ Λ∗ transition
while the isotriplet component gives contribution to the
γΣ0 → Λ∗ transition. Thus, our result implies that the
Λ(1670) helicity amplitude has the isotriplet dominance,
which is also found in the nucleon helicity amplitude.
Using the result of the helicity amplitude and Eq. (13),
we calculate the radiative decay width of the Λ(1670). The
result is given in Table 4, reflecting a larger transition
amplitude for γΣ0 → Λ∗. We find a large enhancement
of the decay ratio of ΓγΣ0/ΓγΛ, which is around 50. As
previously discussed, this is a consequence of the presence
of the strongKΞ channel. The same channel is also mainly
responsible for the dynamical generation of the Λ(1670),
because its coupling constant to this channel is by far the
largest one, as Table 2 shows. Thus, the large suppression
of the Λ∗ → γΛ decay is directly tied to the nature of this
resonance. This direct connection calls for an experimental
test of the radiative decay widths.
4.2 Results for the two Λ(1405)
We also calculate the helicity amplitude for the two states
of the Λ(1405). For convenience, we call the Λ(1405) states
at the pole positions z = 1390− 66i MeV and z = 1426−
16i MeV as Λ(1390) and Λ(1426), respectively. The cal-
culation is done in the same formulation as the Λ(1670)
but using the coupling constants for Λ(1390) and Λ(1426)
which are listed in Tables 5 and 6.
The results for the values of the helicity amplitudes at
Q2 = 0 are listed in Table 3, and the Q2 dependence of
the helicity amplitudes is shown in Fig. 8. As already dis-
cussed in Ref. [40], the helicity amplitudes of the Λ(1390)
and Λ(1420) can be understood by the coupling nature of
the Λ∗. In Tables 5 and 6, the Λ(1390) strongly couples
to the πΣ and K¯N states, while the Λ(1426) couples to
the K¯N state dominantly. The couplings of these Λ∗ to
KΞ are negligibly small. As we discussed above, since in
the γΛ→ Λ∗ transition only the isosinglet photon compo-
nent contributes to the helicity amplitude in the isospin
symmetric limit, the pion pole terms give only a tiny con-
tribution through the isospin breaking in the Λ∗ coupling
constants. Thus, for both the Λ(1390) and Λ(1426), the
K− pole term gives the main contribution to the helic-
ity amplitude of the γΛ → Λ∗ transition, and since the
Λ(1426) couples more strongly to K−p than the Λ(1390),
the helicity amplitude of the Λ(1426) is larger than that
of the Λ(1390).
For the γΣ0 → Λ∗ transition, in which the isovector
photon component contributes, the pion pole terms are
not suppressed by the symmetry argument, and the Σ0
coupling to π±Σ∓ is larger than that to K−p. Thus, the
pion pole terms are the main contributions to the helicity
amplitude for these two Λ∗.
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Fig. 7. (Color Online) Ap1/2 helicity amplitudes for the γΛ→
Λ(1670) (left) and γΣ0 → Λ(1670) (right) transitions calcu-
lated as a function of Q2 in unit of 10−3 GeV−1/2. The up-
per, middle and lower panels are respectively the modulus, real
parts and imaginary parts of the amplitudes. The solid lines
show the calculation with diagram (a) (meson pole term). The
dashed line stands for the calculations of sum of diagrams (a)
and (b). The dotted, dot-dashed and two-dotted lines denote
the K−, pion and K+ contributions, respectively.
In Table 4, we show the radiative decay widths of the
Λ(1390) and Λ(1420) calculated with the helicity ampli-
tude at Q2 = 0. A detailed discussion on the comparison
of the results for the radiative decays of these two states
with data of the Particle Data Group was done in Ref. [40]
and we do not repeat it here.
4.3 Analytic continuation and uncertainties
There are several uncertainties tied to the present results
for the helicities amplitudes A1/2 and radiative decays
ΓγΛ, ΓγΣ0 . In the first place, we compare the radiative
decay widths obtained at the energies of z = Re z0 and
z = z0. In the previous sections, we have shown the re-
sults evaluated at z = Re z0. In Sec. 3, we have developed
a scheme to analytically continue the loop functions. The
radiative decay widths, evaluated using the analytic con-
tinuation, are given by ΓγΛ = 3.8 keV and ΓγΣ0 = 119.6
keV. As a comparison with Table 4 shows, these results are
very similar for the γΣ0 decay but quite different for the
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Fig. 8. (Color Online) Absolute values of the Ap1/2 helicity am-
plitudes for the Λ(1390) (left) and Λ(1426) (right) as a function
ofQ2 in units of 10−3 GeV−1/2. The upper and lower panels are
for the γΛ→ Λ∗ and γΣ0 → Λ∗ transitions, respectively. The
solid lines show the calculation with diagram (a) (meson pole
term). The dashed line stands for the calculations of sum of
diagrams (a) and (b). The dotted, dot-dashed and two-dotted
lines denote the K−, pion and K+ contributions, respectively.
γΛ decay. The reason is that the value for the γΛ decay
involves a cancellation from large terms, as previously dis-
cussed. Then, any small change in these terms will lead to
relatively large changes in the final result. Note also that
the poles of the Λ(1670) and also the Λ(1405) are rela-
tively close to the physical axis at Re z = 0; for baryonic
resonance with larger widths, one expects larger discrep-
ancies when making the continuation to z = Re z0, and in
general, the evaluation at the pole position is preferable.
Second, to estimate the theoretical uncertainties, we
have evaluated the radiative decay widths including also
the subleading baryon pole diagram (b) from Fig. 2. The
radiative decay widths are given by ΓγΛ = 3.2 keV and
ΓγΣ0 = 71.4 keV. This is a rather large change and shows
that sub-leading diagrams can have a finite influence. As
discussed in Ref. [33], there are other subleading terms
from the normal and anomalous magnetic moments of the
baryons and from the ΛΣ0 transition magnetic moment,
which can be of the same size as the subleading diagram
(b) from Fig. 2.
Third, we have evaluated the radiative decay widths
using a different set of D and F constants, given by D +
F = 1.26 and D−F = 0.33 [40] with the results ΓγΛ = 2.9
keV and ΓγΣ0 = 104.7 keV.
Finally, uncertainties coming from the hadronic part of
the amplitude, encoded in the decay constants gΛ∗ from
Eqs. (24) and (36), should be also estimated. In Ref. [21],
where the Λ(1670) was studied, the KΞ subtraction con-
stant has been slightly adjusted to aKΞ = −2.67 with re-
spect to the original value of aKΞ = −2.52 from Ref. [22]
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(aKΞ = −2.67 is also the value used in this study; see Eq.
(55) for the set of used subtraction constants). This ad-
justment was justified because it left the properties of the
two Λ(1405) states almost untouched as their couplings to
this channel is very small [cf. Tables 5 and 6]. Using the
original value of aKΞ = −2.52 [22], the radiative decays
widths of the Λ(1670) are ΓγΛ = 1.14 keV and ΓγΣ0 = 163
keV.
Combining the theoretical uncertainties, we can assign
final values of
ΓγΛ = 3± 2 keV, ΓγΣ0 = 120± 50 keV (48)
to the radiative decay widths of the Λ(1670).
Although the theoretical uncertainties are not small,
the main point here is the pattern ΓγΛ ≪ ΓγΣ0 which ap-
pears as a stable feature when considering uncertainties.
It is instructive to recall the situation of the two radia-
tive decay widths of the Λ(1520), calculated in Ref. [36].
There, the theoretical prediction delivers ΓγΛ ≪ ΓγΣ0
like in the present study, but the available experimental
data for the γΛ decay is in disagreement with the ΓγΛ
decay [56] (the decay into γΣ0 is in agreement). The con-
clusion was that some genuine 3-quark component for the
Λ(1520) is needed; thus, experimental information for the
present case of the Λ(1670) would be useful to further shed
light on the nature of this resonance.
It is interesting to compare the present values to pre-
dictions from the quark model of Ref. [10]. There, the ra-
diative decays are given by ΓγΛ = 0.159 keV and ΓγΣ0 =
3827 keV. While the same pattern ΓγΛ ≪ ΓγΣ0 is ob-
served in this quark model, the absolute size of ΓγΣ0 is
much larger than the present prediction from the chiral
unitary framework. An experiment that measures both
radiative decays would thus be most welcome to decide
between both scenarios or point towards new mechanisms
considered in none of the theoretical approaches.
5 Conclusion
We have determined the helicity amplitudes and form fac-
tor for the A1/2 amplitudes for the decay of the Λ(1670)
and the two Λ(1405) into γΛ and γΣ. We find quite differ-
ent results in all cases. Particularly striking is the case of
the Λ(1670) decay into γΛ and γΣ, where the amplitudes
differ by one order of magnitude. We could trace back
these results to the peculiar structure of the resonances as
dynamically generated from the interaction of the pseu-
doscalar meson octet and the baryon octet, since there are
large cancellations from the contributions of the different
meson baryon components in the case of the Λ(1670) de-
cay into γΛ. This picture is quite different from the one of
the quark models as a consequence of which we also find
big differences with the results of relativistic quark mod-
els. No doubt, measurements of these magnitudes would
be very valuable in the quest for determining the nature of
these resonances. We have also developed a technique to
evaluate the helicity amplitudes at the resonance pole po-
sition by making an analytic continuation of the Feynman
parameterized integrals to the second Riemann sheet.
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A Model of Λ(1670)
In this appendix, the model for the Λ(1670) is briefly re-
viewed. In the chiral unitary approach, the Λ(1670) res-
onance is dynamically generated in s-wave meson baryon
scattering in the coupled channels of K−p, K¯0n, π0Λ,
π0Σ0, ηΛ, ηΣ0, π+Σ−, π−Σ+, K+Ξ− and K0Ξ0 with-
out introducing an explicit pole term in the fundamental
interaction.
The scattering amplitude for the Λ(1670) resonance
was described in Refs. [20,21] with the scattering equation
for the meson baryon system given by
T = V + V GT . (49)
Based on the N/D method and the dispersion relation
[20], this integral scattering equation can be reduced to a
simple algebraic equation
T = (1− V G)−1 V (50)
where the matrix V is the interaction kernel of the scat-
tering equation and we take the s-wave meson-baryon in-
teraction given by the lowest order of the chiral perturba-
tion theory (the Weinberg-Tomozawa interaction), which
is given by
Vij(W ) = −Cij 1
4f2
(2W −Mi −Mj)
×
√
Mi + Ei
2Mi
√
Mj + Ej
2Mj
(51)
with the channel indices i, j, the baryon mass M , the me-
son mass m, the meson decay constant f , the baryon en-
ergy E and the center of mass energy W in the meson-
baryon system. The coefficient Cij is the coupling strength
of the meson and baryon, which is determined solely by the
flavor SU(3) structure of the channel. The diagonal matrix
G in the flavor space is the meson baryon loop function
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given in terms of the meson and baryon propagators by
G(W ) = i
∫
d4q
(2π)4
M
E(q)
1
q0 − E(q) + iǫ
× 1
(P − q)2 −m2 + iǫ (52)
with the total energy P = (W, 0, 0, 0) in the center of mass
frame. For the baryon propagator we have used the nonrel-
ativistic form and neglected the negative energy propaga-
tion. In the practical calculation, we use a covariant form
of the positive energy part of the baryon propagator,
M
E(q )
Σrur(q )ur(q )
q0 − E(q ) + iǫ ≃
2M Σrur(q )ur(q )
q2 −M2 + iǫ , (53)
where u(q) is the Dirac spinor for the baryon and we sum
up in terms of the spin index r.
The divergent loop function should be regularized with
proper schemes. We take dimensional regularization, since
it is equivalent to the dispersion integral of the two-body
meson-baryon phase space with one subtraction and, there-
fore, we can perform the integral in a consistent way with
analyticity of the loop function in terms of the energy
W [20]. In dimensional regularization, the loop function
in each channel i is given by the following analytic expres-
sion:
Gi(W ) = i
∫
d4q
(2π)4
2Mi
q2 −M2i + iǫ
1
(P − q)2 −m2i + iǫ
=
2Mi
16π2
{
ai(µ) + ln
M2i
µ2
+
m2i −M2i +W 2
2W 2
ln
m2i
M2i
+
q¯i
W
[
ln( W 2 − (M2i −m2i ) + 2q¯iW )
+ ln( W 2 + (M2i −m2i ) + 2q¯iW )
− ln(−W 2 + (M2i −m2i ) + 2q¯iW )
− ln(−W 2 − (M2i −m2i ) + 2q¯iW )
]}
, (54)
where q¯i ≡ qcm with qcm from Eq. (40) is the 3-momentum
of the meson or baryon in the center of mass frame and
µ is the scale of dimensional regularization. The remain-
ing finite constant terms denoted by ai(µ) are determined
phenomenologically by a fit so as to reproduce the thresh-
old branching ratios of K−p to πΛ and πΣ observed by
stopped K− mesons in hydrogen [57,58], as done in Refs.
[17,20,21]. The values of these constants are very impor-
tant for the nature of the dynamically generated reso-
nances. It was pointed out in Ref. [30] that, although we
consider only the meson-baryon dynamics in the chiral
unitary approach, depending on the values of the ai con-
stants, some other components than meson and baryon in
the formulation, such as genuine quark components, can
be involved implicitly into the scattering amplitude. Here
we use the following ai constants determined in Ref. [21]:
aK¯N = −1.84, apiΣ = −2.00, apiΛ = −1.83
aηΛ = −2.25, aηΣ = −2.38, aKΞ = −2.67 (55)
with µ = 630 MeV. These values are close to a natu-
ral value equivalent to the three-momentum cut-off with
630 MeV/c [20] and it turned out that with these val-
ues the Λ(1405) is described predominantly by meson-
baryon components [30]. For the other parameters, we
use f = 1.123fpi with fpi = 93 MeV and the observed
meson and baryon masses (small isospin breaking effects
come also into the scattering amplitude due to the isospin
breaking from the physical meson and baryon masses).
Once these constants are fixed, the amplitudes involving
photons can be predicted without introducing any new
free parameters.
The amplitudes T ij obtained from Eq. (50) can be an-
alytically continued to the complex plane of the scattering
energy W . The amplitude has poles in the complex plane
that are identified with the resonances. The residua of the
poles determine the coupling strengths giΛ∗ of the reso-
nances to the meson-baryon channels. Thus, the scattering
amplitude for the channels i and j close to the resonance
is written as given in Eq. (36). The pole position for the
Λ(1670) resonance is obtained [21] as
z = 1680− 20i [MeV] . (56)
If we use the natural renormalization scheme suggested in
Ref. [30] which excludes the CDD pole component, we ob-
tain a pole at 1700−21iMeV. This pole is not so far from
the pole of Eq. (56), which is obtained with the parameters
of Eq. (55) determined phenomenologically by fitting the
threshold branching ratio. This implies that the Λ(1670)
is also described almost by the meson-baryon dynamics.
In Table 2 we list the values of the coupling constants
giΛ∗ , which characterize the structure of the Λ(1670). The
Λ(1670) has large couplings to the ηΛ and KΞ channels.
Especially K+Ξ− is a relevant channel for the photon
coupling.
The scattering amplitudes obtained here also include
the Λ(1405). For the Λ(1405) it is known from the inves-
tigations of Refs. [20,38,22] that there are two poles at
z = 1390− 66i [MeV] (57)
and
z = 1426− 16i [MeV] . (58)
Here we call these two poles for the Λ(1405) as Λ(1390)
and Λ(1426) for convenience. The couplings of these poles
are listed in Tables 5 and 6. Experimental support for the
double pole structure of the Λ(1405) is found in Refs. [59,
60,61].
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